Dynamic of nucleolus organizer regions and karyotype evolution in Indian pygmy field mice.
Ag-NOR staining and fluorescence in situ hybridization with rDNA probes showed an unusually high number of NORs in the Indian pygmy field mice, Mus booduga and the M. terricolor complex. The chromosomal location of the NORs was also altered in terricolor, they were shifted from the proximal regions of the long arms to the tips of the perceptible heterochromatic short arms of the acrocentric autosomes. The results suggested dispersion of the NORs in the booduga-terricolor lineage probably by transposition, and relocalization of the NORs in the terricolor complex by centric reorganization during the process of replacement of the Mus musculus-related AT-rich heterochromatin with the terricolor-specific heterochromatin.